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6. On a certain day, the exchange rate was such that £1 was worth $1.63.  Use
a calculator to convert the following amounts to £, giving each answer
correct to the nearest pence.

(a) $100 (b) $250 (c) $75.

7. The Japanese currency is the Yen (Y).  The exchange rate gives 197 Yen for
every £1.  Using a calculator, convert the following amounts to pounds,
giving each answer correct to the nearest pence.

(a) 1000 Y (b) 200 Y (c) 50 000 Y.

8. A weight of 1 lb is approximately equivalent to 450 grams.  There are
16 ounces in 1 lb.  Give answers to the following questions correct to
1 decimal place.

(a) Convert  14 oz  to  lb.

(b) Convert  200 grams  to  lb.

(c) Convert  300 grams  to  ounces.

9. If £1 is worth 2.8 German Marks (DM),  and  1 DM is worth 2800 Italian
Lira (L),  use a calculator to convert:

(a) 800 DM  to £, (b) 10 000 L to  DM, (c) 50 000 L  to  £.

10. There are 8 pints in one gallon.  One gallon is equivalent to approximately
4.55 litres.  Use a calculator to convert:

(a) 12 pints  to  litres, (b) 20 litres  to  pints.

Give your answers correct to 1 decimal place.

7.5 Inverse Proportion
Inverse proportion is when an increase in one quantity causes a decrease in
another.
The relationship between speed and time is an example of inverse proportionality:
as the speed increases, the journey time decreases, so the time for a journey can
be found by dividing the distance by the speed.

Example 1

(a) Ben rides his bike at a speed of 10 mph.  How long does it take him to cycle
40 miles?

(b) On another day he cycles the same route at a speed of 16 mph.  How much
time does this journey take?
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Solution

(a) Time =
40

10
(b) Time =

40

16
=   2

1

2

= 4 hours = 2
1

2
 hours

Note:  Faster speed  Þ  shorter time.

Example 2

Jai has to travel 280 miles.  How long does it take if he travels at:

(a) 50 mph,

(b) 60 mph ?

(c) How much time does he save when he travels at the faster speed?

Solution

(a) Time =
280

50

= 5.6 hours

= 5 hours 36 minutes

(b) Time =
280

60

= 4
2

3
 hours

= 4 hours 40 minutes

(c) Time saved = 5 hours 36 mins  –  4 hours 40 mins

= 56 minutes

Example 3

In a factory, each employee can make 40 chicken pies in one hour.  How long will
it take:

(a) 6 people  to make  40 pies,

(b) 3 people  to make  240 pies,

(c) 10 people  to make  600 pies?

7.5
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Solution

(a) 1 person makes 40 pies in 1 hour.

6 people make 40 pies in
1

6
 hour  (or 10 minutes).

(b) 1 person makes 40 pies in 1 hour.

1 person makes  240 pies in
240

40
= 6 hours.

3 people make  240 pies in
6

3
= 2 hours.

(a) 1 person makes 40 pies in 1 hour.

1 person makes 600 pies in
600

40
  =   15 hours.

10 people make 600 pies in
15

10
= 1

1

2
 hours.

Exercises

1. How long does it take to complete a journey of 300 miles travelling at:

(a) 60 mph, (b) 50 mph, (c) 40 mph ?

2. Alec has to travel 420 miles.  How much time does he save if he travels at
70 mph rather than 50 mph?.

3. Sarah has to travel 60 miles to see her boyfriend.  Her dad drives at
30 mph and her uncle drives at 40 mph.  How much time does she save if
she travels with her uncle rather than with her dad?

4. Tony usually walks to school at 3 mph.  When Jennifer walks with him he
walks at 4 mph.  He walks 1 mile to school.   How much quicker is his
journey when he walks with Jennifer?

5. One person can put 200 letters into envelopes in 1 hour.  How long would it
take for 200 letters to be put into envelopes by:

(a) 4 people,

(b) 6 people,

(c) 10 people?
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6. A person can make 20 badges in one hour using a machine.  How long
would it take:

(a) 4 people with machines  to make  20 badges,

(b) 10 people with machines  to make  300 badges,

(c) 12 people with machines  to make  400 badges?

7. A train normally complete a 270-mile journey in 4
1

2
 hours.  How much

faster would it have to travel to complete the journey in 4 hours?

8. On Monday Tom takes 15 minutes to walk one mile to school.  On Tuesday
he takes 20 minutes to walk the same distance.  Calculate his speed in mph
for each day's walk.

9. Joshua shares a 2 kg tin of sweets between himself and three friends.

(a) How many kg of sweets do they each receive?

(b) How much less would they each have received if there were four
friends instead of three?

10. Nadina and her friends can each make 15 Christmas cards in one hour.
How long would it take Nadina and four friends to make:

(a) 300 cards,

(b) 1000 cards?

7.5


